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By Todd Bowerman With hundreds of channels and thousands of hours of programming, television presents a tremendous challenge for parents. Preventing children from watching inappropriate shows may feel like a Herculean challenge, but cable providers, TV producers and Internet streaming services have done what they can to make
the process a little easier. Parents have a number of options available to them to deal with tv channels, to ensure they are not viewed without supervision. Most modern TVs have built-in support for V-Chip, a special device that reads specific programs and controls ratings whether they can be displayed or not. All TV shows are given a
rating; for example, a TV-MA program is considered for adults only, while a TV-G program is considered suitable for most audiences. If your TV supports V-Chips, you can use parental controls or settings menus to ban the display of programs based on their ratings. Adults can still watch these shows using an access code, but children
won't be able to watch them on any channel. Cable companies also include options for controlling which channels can and cannot be displayed. Comcast, for example, includes a Parental Controls option on its DVR and a set-top box that allows parents to block channels, as well as movies and TV shows based on their ratings. Time
Warner and DirecTV offer similar options. Check parental controls through the main menu of the cable box or contact your cable provider for help with specific channel blocking steps for your hardware. Many TV shows and channels are available on the Web. Comedy Central, Cartoon Network's Adult Swim, Fox, and more have streaming
options available on their own websites or on sites like Hulu. If you want to protect your child from certain TV content, you'll need to add a layer of protection to your computer. Parental control software for your PC or Mac will give you control over websites your child can and can't access, in addition to controlling the media they can see
across the Web. Television has changed dramatically with the advent of streaming services, such as Hulu and Netflix. If your TV supports app installation, you'll need to take steps to use parental controls for those apps. Netflix, for example, has a broad library of content that parents may find inappropriate for children; Parents must turn on
Netflix parental controls to ensure there are no loopholes in protection. The best course of action is to monitor children closely and to handle blocking programs and channels as needs arise. Get all the best moments in pop &amp; entertainment culture sent to the inbox yours. The Big Ten will open its season on Friday October 23, when
Illinois And Wisconsin Square shuts down 8:00 p.m. The game will air live at 8pm ET on BTN and you don't need cable to watch it. Each of the following live streaming services offers BTN in their channel. All offers [Continue reading] Before we get into watching Nickelodeon without cable, let's briefly include the streaming service that
carries Nickelodeon. Any of the following streaming services that allow you to stream nickelodeon on devices like Roku, Amazon Fire TV, have more: Philo - Carries Nickelodeon, Nick Jr., and Nicktoons, along with more than 50 other channels for just $20 a month. They even include a [Continue Reading] 6 TV Streaming Service with
ESPN All this service carries ESPN. All you need to use these TV streaming services is to connect to the internet and streaming devices. Watch ESPN On Hulu Free 1 week trial for Hulu Live TV Most cord cut machines are familiar with Hulu's On-Demand service. However, they also [Continue reading] With the last TV fall here, fans of
shows like The Voice, This is Us, Superstore, and blacklists are asking how to watch NBC without cable. I usually recommend using an antenna, but that may not work for you. If that's the case, can you also watch NBC live streaming through various live streaming [Continue reading] Are you looking to watch lifetime on your TV without
cable? All you need is a streaming device like Roku, Amazon Fire TV or Smart TV, and a Lifetime-channel live TV service. Before we go into detail about watching Lifetime online, I wanted to highlight the streaming service that carries Lifetime. [Continue reading] With the 2020 CMT Music Awards airing Wednesday, October 21, at 8 p.m.,
I want to update all the way you can watch CMT without a cable or satellite subscription. You only need a streaming service that carries Country Music Television (CMT). These streaming services have the same CMT channel that is broadcast on cable, so [Continue reading] Philo recently added Newsy and a channel called Crime and
Investigation to the Philo Channel squad. Considering Philo is currently the only source for crime viewing and investigation, we want to go through what this channel is and how to watch it. Crime +Investigation Network A&amp; What is E Networks owns the Crime and Investigation channel and uses [Continue reading] With Newsy recently
added to Philo's channel lineup, we want to mention how to view one of the least biased sources on cable. While MSNBC, Fox News, and CNN tend to tilt their news to capture different audiences, Newsy tends to keep the political center. This tutorial will cover the best ways to watch Newsy without cable TV [Continue reading] With un
realistic Jokers back on TV with Dinner Party, people want to watch TruTV without paying for cable. Did you know you can watch TruTV shows online as soon as they are broadcast on cable? All you need is streaming devices like Roku, Amazon Fire TV or Smart TV and live TV service [Continue reading] With shows like The Amazing
Race, Mom, Young Sheldon and the new Chuck Lorre B Positive program, many people want to watch CBS without a cable subscription. The easiest and cheapest way to view your local CBS link is by using an Antenna TV. Nearly all of the broadcasts market CBS television on air, so all of you [Continue reading] Cord-cut has not only
promoted internet streaming but given new life to receiving TELEVISION signals through an antenna. Instead of paying high satellite/cable bills, you can get your TV for free online. However, there is more to receiving TV signal than buying an antenna and randomly placing it somewhere indoors or outdoors. Some conditions affect tv
reception. You may be too far away from one or more broadcasters, preventing the reception of signals. If you're too far away, you'll experience the digital cliff, which is a tv signal that abruptly drops off. This is a by-product of the transition of analog-to-digital television broadcasting. With the same TV signal, as the distance increases
between the TV transmiter and the receiving antenna, has gradually faded. Although you may be too far away to receive the best quality, you can still watch a low quality signal with snow if it doesn't bother you. TV signals are now transmitted digitally (1 and 0), with no gradual fade as the distance increases. You get full quality all the time,
inter constantly, or not all. As you approach the digital cliff, images may appear blocks v blocks or cut out and back. If you're too close to the TV transmiter, the signal may overwhelm your TV tuning or DTV converter, and in some cases, damage them. Television signals affected by physical obstacles include hills and trees. Some materials
are used in home construction, such as mortar, concrete, aluminum siding, metal roofs, leaf-lined ducts and ducts, and solar panels limit the efficiency of indoor antennas or attic placings. Weather (wind, rain), interference from certain types of electrical equipment, and LTE cell towers sometimes temporarily cut off TV signals. At great
distances, the curvature of the Earth can affect the reception of TV signals. You may have several station machines in your local area, but they may not be in the same location. One station can be transmitted from the north, another from the west, and another from the east. If you have an orientation antenna, it may not receive signals
from multiple transmission locations. If you have a multi-directional or multi-directional antenna, noise is more likely. If multiple TVs are connected to the same antenna by spliter, the signal loses strength. If three or four TVs are connected to a one or two may look fine, but the rest can only receive intermingled or intersying signals. You
can create a homemade cliff effect. institutional. the sensitivity of the TV tug or DTV Converter also affects the reception of the antenna. Knowing the cause of antenna reception problems, you can use one or more of the following options to improve your TV signal. Remove obstacles. Remove obstacles if possible. Make sure your antenna
has a clear shot in the direction of the broadcaster's transmiter. Check and replace the antenna connection. Make sure your antenna and TV connection are secure. Check the brittleness and fraying. If you have an outdoor antenna, the cable can be worn when exposed to indoor elements and antennas can be chewed by pets. Make sure
the terminal connects the antenna without rust and check the entire length of the cable, if possible, to disconnect or cut. However, you cannot check the cable part that can run through the wall. If the cable is left from the same TV era it could be 20 AWG (American Wire Gauge) RG59. Consider replacing it with a thicker RG6 18 AWG
cable. RG6 does a better job with digital TV signals, as it supports broadband, long distance running, and better outdoor hold-up. Cable costs vary depending on brand and length. Prices start at just a few dollars for a three or six foot length. Voxx International/RCA Run channel scans. After checking the location and antenna connection,
go to the set menu of the TV or DTV switch box and run a new channel scan. New channels can be added that were previously not available. If a station registers, you will be able to view it. Use a rotor. If you have an outdoor antenna and receive TV signals from multiple directions, adding a rotor to your antenna can help. However, this
solution is expensive at a price for a complete set of differently, from about $100 to $200 or more. If you know where the workstation is located, you can use the rotor to direct the antenna to the new channel(s) and manually add them to your TV channel list. Note the rotor location for the new channel(s). If you move the antenna using a
rotor and a re-scan channel, it may no longer list your previously scanned channels if the antenna does not receive them in the new location. Master Channel Move your antenna. If you have an antenna in the house, placed near, or on a window will avoid the material used in building walls interfering with the signal. Also, place it as high as
possible. However, if the length of the cable traveling from the antenna to the TV is too long, the signal may be weakened. To assist, you may need a signal amplifier. Voxx International/RCA Using a signal amplifier. If you're having trouble receiving a TV signal, you can set a signal amplifier (also known as a signal enhancer) between the
antenna and the TV to increase the signal. This also helps with a low-sensitivity TV tuning or DTV converter. Connect the cable from the antenna to the input of the amplifier and the input with the antenna input of the TV. to plug the amplifier into the mains. Channel Master Uses a distribution amplifier for multiple TVs or uses a separate
antenna for each TV. If you have more than one TV, ideally, you should have a separate antenna for each, since the separation of the signal will reduce the signal strength, especially if the cable distance from the signal divideer and one or more long TVs. A more practical solution is to use a distribution amplifier. You connect the main
feed from the antenna to the input on the amplifier and connect the amplifier's input to your TV. The distribution amplifier price varies depending on the brand/model and the number of outputs offered. Voxx International/RCA Got a decline. If you're too close to the TV transmiter and the signal is overloading the tuning machine or DTV
converter box, you can use the degrader to reduce the signal strength. Ideally, a decline has a constant adjustment that gives you the ability to set the amount of decline (at gain) that may be needed for different channels. The most common type is a small inline unit you insert between the antenna and the TV (or DTV converter box) that
has a fixed amount of reduced profit (3db, 6dB, 12dB). The hard part is figuring out how much reduced profits you need. One that has an increased variable control (3dB to 12dB) is best for you to adjust it. If you can't improve your current antenna reception, another option is to change it out for a new one. However, Before buying, you
need to consider the following: Do not fall into the hype advertising HD antenna: Any TV antenna will receive the same TV signal, digital and HD. Even the old rabbit ears that you put in storage in the garage when you switch to cable / satellite can be used to receive digital and HD TV signals if the station transmit(s) are in range. However,
newer antennas are better designed to pull signals but not because they are labeled HD antennas. However, if the co-axis cable that connects the dish to your TV is in good shape, you can replace the dish with a TV antenna, if the location is clear about the obstacle to receiving the ground digital TV signal. Check out an example of how to
replace satellite signal receptors with a TV antenna. Find out if local stations are broadcasting on VHF or UHF: As a result of the DTV transition in 2009, most broadcasters previously broadcast on channels 2-13 (VHF band) have switched to UHF (channel 14-83) for digital broadcasting. Since it takes more energy to transmit at higher
frequencies, the effective range of their signals may be reduced. Switch from indoor to outdoor: Outdoor antennas can significantly improve your TV reception. Master Master Channel You have an orientation antenna, you can try switching to a multi-directional antenna. This will provide better access to the TV signal from different
directions, but the sensitivity of the antenna decreases for signals that come from a specific direction (the antenna is less concentrated). In case an orientation antenna can get a station further in a single direction, you can take it if you switch to a multi-directional that works well for closer stations. Voxx International/RCA Antenna prices
vary greatly and can range from less than $10 for a basic indoor antenna to more than a hundred dollars for a long-range outdoor model. Do not think that the distance range listed or the advertisement for your antenna is correct. Ratings can be based on optimal conditions. Conditions.
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